THE OLD SCHOOL CAMPSITE
SOLE HIRE INFORMATION
Price Per Day - £428 per night (minimum 2 night booking)
Maximum capacity onsite – 50
Glamping capacity
Ellesmere, Eastridge & Long Mynd Bell Tents
Fit 4 comfortably (5 at a squeeze) with one double bed and single camp beds.
Stiperstones & Grinshill Bell Tents
Fit 3 comfortably (4 at a squeeze) with one double bed and single camp beds.
Monty Glamping Caravan
Fit 1 comfortably (2 at a squeeze) with one small double bed.
Touring Pitches
6 Grass Pitches and 1 Hard Standing and Grass pitch
All pitches come with 16 amp hook up (please bring your own 16 amp cables
Marquee
8m x 4m marquees can be set up in the middle of the campsite for communal gathering if
required for an extra £240 per marquee for the duration of your hire period.
Facilities
Your guests will have access to:
3 x Toilet and Shower facilities (2 of these toilets are ECO toilets)
Hot and cold water and washing up facility
Carparking for one car per pitch. This is a small site and we want to keep it as green as
possible so we may not be able to accommodate extra vehicles. The decision is at the
discretion of the owners. Any extra cars allowed on site must be booked in and paid for at
£10 per car.
Quiet Hours
Sole hire means you have less to worry about and can relax in the knowledge you aren’t
disturbing others however our silent hours must still be adhered to so that those that live
onsite, our neighbours and locals (sound travels a long way at night) get a good night of sleep
and allow us to continue to provide this wonderful campsite to the public.

Suggested Prices
If you want to share the cost of the sole hire amongst your party then the suggested costs
may help:
Touring pitch - £20 per night
Glamping Caravan - £33 per night
Glamping Bell Tent - £51 per night
What is provided in our glamping accommodation?
Some people might want to know what is provided in the accommodation so they can plan
how much to bring. You can find the inventory for Bell tents here and the caravan here.

